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mounting thrill that they could see something hidden from
us. For as we wandered through the fields, the hills above
were looking out to sea—to Hawaii, the Philippines, and
China, So we sat on in an agreeable tension. Who could
repress the very slightest quiver at a delicious sense of the
Pacific waiting round the next corner ? That, of course, is
where one had a slight advantage over stout Cortes; for as
he scaled his peak in Darien, Cortes was wholly unaware of
what was coming. Not so his wise successors. No peaks
for them, and no surprises ; but a Pullman on the morning
train to Santa Barbara. For posterity always travels in
greater comfort. An exasperating man made despairing
efforts to sell us sun-glasses; the retina, he said , . . But
who wanted sun-glasses, with a prospect of the Pacific to
look at ? The train proceeded as uneventfully as though
it had been bound for Brighton. Tickets were asked for;
and one had an angry vision of obtuse conductors punching
tickets for the Islands of the Blest. Small stations in the
sunshine interposed wholly unnecessary delays. Deluded
passengers got out—we saw them positively leave the train
before they ever got a sight of the Pacific. More stations
. . . further eloquence on the subject of sun-glasses , . ,
would the line, one began to wonder with Macbeth, stretch
to the crack of doom ? There were some trees along the
track; and, a little tired of waiting, we looked at them
instead. And suddenly, between the trees, it stepped into
sight—the blue Pacific lying, broad and a little still, full
in the morning sun.
I make no pretence of knowing what the first sight of
Europe means to a traveller, since I saw it first out of a
nursery window without memorable emotions. But the
dim mass of Africa climbing up the sky beyond the edge of
Spain is worth a journey for the sight of it. So are the big
Atlantic rollers, where they come riding in to shore from
Newfoundland and fill English ears with the last whisper of
America. Echoes of richer quality sound in the pale Pacific
surf—of Foochow and Samarang and Sourabaya; of thin

